
The CommandPost™ iPad app lets mobile users take the power of CommandBridge on scene.

When first responders deploy to an incident, CommandPost allows decision makers and dispatchers 

to keep the mobile users informed without interruption. The CommandPost iPad app lets users 

share their position and post messages directly into CommandBridge. Using CommandPost and 

WiFi or 4G connection, responders can view all the same Tracks, Alerts, Zones and Situation details 

available to full CommandBridge users. Therefore, CommandPost brings the command center to 

the fingertips of field personnel and helps them assess the situation while locating friendly force 

elements nearby.

Contact ARES Security to receive a 
CommandPost demo!

How can you benefit 
from CommandPost?

Maintain situational awareness on 
the go by providing the most up to 
date information to first responders, 
dispatchers or anyone who needs to 
keep informed as a situation evolves.

Provide field personnel a full 
understanding of the situation while 
on scene by providing a view of all 
the same Tracks, Alerts, Zones and 
Situations as full CommandBridge users.

Visualize, organize and manage first 
responders by tracking all mobile 
users/friendly forces and providing an 
additional channel of communications.

Enable superior asset management 
while responding to a situation.
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The CommandBridge solution allows you to ingest dynamic data from virtually any sensor feed – 

such as AIS, cameras, radar, sonar, access control and alarm systems – and visualize this information 

in a context that enhances perception, improves understanding and enables accurate projection. By 

weaving systems, sensors, and organizations into a collaborative environment, CommandBridge is 

able to unify security information into a comprehensive view that is sharable.

The CommandPost iPad app takes the power of CommandBridge to the mobile user and allows 

them to view all the same Tracks, Alerts, Zones and Situations available to full CommandBridge 

users. The mobile users can share their position and post brief status messages to the 

CommandBridge Docking Well to allow for coordination and resource positioning.

CommandPost 
features include:

Share your position with other 
CommandPost and CommandBridge 
users even when the app is asleep.

Change the display name 
and personalize your track 
in CommandBridge.

Quickly center on your own position 
to get your bearings and locate 
nearby CommandBridge elements.

View a map of all global CommandBridge 
elements while in the field.
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